
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Silver Stork Research has provided a recent report entitled U.S. Dads Market: A Unique Profile of 

Fathers, Their Attitudes, Values and Behavior as Consumers. This research report looks at trends in 

the changing roles and attitudes about fathers and how businesses should market to fathers and 

their families. Some of the statistics cited in the report are fascinating and show how fathers are 

becoming more and more involved in family life. A majority of fathers see themselves as hands-

on… 

Published: January 2011 | By Yahoo!, DB5 and Hunter  

Moms have long been the focus of marketing messages for most consumer packaged goods brands, but now it’s time 

for advertisers to start thinking about dads too. In a new study with DB5 and Hunter, Yahoo! examined the evolving 

role of men in household purchase decisions. 

We found that in today’s economy, men are playing a bigger role in the shopping process, and they expect their role 

to grow even more in the coming years. Yet, they don’t feel that marketers in traditionally mom-related categories 

are speaking to them – these include categories such as CPG, pet, home goods, apparel, child and baby care. 

To provide a deeper understanding into this emerging trend, we surveyed more than 1,000 dads and conducted in-

depth interviews and shop-alongs with 26 dads. By understanding the role of men and dads in today’s household and 

how their shopping experiences differ from moms, marketers can improve their communication with men and 

ultimately move more product. 

Key Findings and Implications 

1. Dads are more involved in household tasks and purchase decisions. 

In terms of having primary responsibility 

• 51% are responsible for grocery shopping 
• 41% are responsible for the laundry 
• 40% are responsible for the house cleaning 
• 39% are responsible for the cooking 
 

In terms of being the primary decision maker: 

• 60% for CPG products 
• 55% for personal care products 
• 54% for home goods 
• 43% for child and baby products 
 
Why does this matter? The implication for marketers is that while moms may represent the sweet spot, dads are a ripe target 

for influence. 
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2. Dads and moms shop differently. 

• Dads find shopping more personally enjoyable than moms. 
• Dads are more likely to buy premium and branded products, as they are more brand conscious than moms. 
• They are more influenced by research online. 8 in 10 dads will leverage a plethora of online resources, such as review sites, 
retailer sites and even online ads, to learn about and decide on brands from “unconventional” categories. 
 
Why does this matter? Marketers can leverage these differences to create deeper connections with dads online to build category 

knowledge and focus efforts on being a premium brand for dads. 

3. Currently, ads from traditional mom categories don’t speak to dads and they are craving for them to improve. 

4. Digital Dads: I’m Not a Sub segment   

They state that advertising would be better if it addressed the following: 

• Provide more category information. 68% of dads mentioned this. 
• Improve tone. 61% stated tone could be improved, for example making dads feel empowered. 
• Improve relevance to who they are as fathers. 53% wanted this. 
• Use ads to educate. 68% said that ads are a great way to learn about things. 
 
Why does this matter? There’s a tremendous opportunity to build brand loyalty with this growing audience by creating messages 

that speak to them. 

5. Other fun facts about dads: 

• The mobile phone is a shopping research extension for the future. 
• 46% of dads use their mobile phones to shop for one of the 14 categories studied – 12% used it to find packaged food and 
beverage product information, 11% for baby products, and 16% for personal care products       
• Compared to non-dads, advertising & advocacy is more prevalent. 
•  68% say ads are a great way to learn about things (vs. 61%) 
•  66% like to talk about great products (vs. 60%) 
•  Twice as many dads say they have large social networks (49% vs. 26%) 
•  More likely to advocate for a product (58% vs. 42%) 
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The Bottom Line 

Advertisers for traditionally female 

household categories should consider 

adjusting the tone and messaging of their 

ads to include dads. By incorporating 

information dads can use to make an 

informed purchase and acknowledging 

that they have a stake in purchase 

decisions, savvy marketers can take 

advantage of this prime opportunity to 

build brand loyalty with an emerging 

audience. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 More than 80% of fathers say that they are involved in everyday purchases for their household. 

 70%t of the estimated 64 million fathers in the United States are hands on and want to keep their 

families first on their list of priorities. 

 Nearly 3/4 of married dads consider themselves equal parenting partners with their wives, while 69% 

feel that dads are changing to meet the needs of this new world. 

 81% of first-time dads actively participate in the baby gift registry process -- something which was 

initially considered to be a "mom thing." 

 Most of men plan to marry and have children. More than 50% of men between the ages of 15 and 44 

are planning on have children in the future. 

 Men see a range of new attitudes and perspectives on family life. 
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The Dad Factor 

The report focuses on the wave of males from the post-Boomer generation who are now becoming fathers 

and have a wide range of new influences and perspectives on parenthood and details what it calls "an 

evolution of modern fathers today as impacted by their perceptions on gender roles, their own parents and 

how motherhood has also changed." 

“Dads are experiencing a renaissance. Most young fathers say parenting is a partnership and that the 

stereotype of Dad as the breadwinner is no longer accurate,” said Marta Loeb, president of Silver Stork  

“This change is going virtually unrecognized by consumer product companies, as their advertising and 

marketing efforts portray Dads as incompetent or a ‘deadbeat’. 

“Both Moms and Dads are looking for a change—which means there is an untapped market waiting to be 

recognized.” 

The Daddy and Family Expo is just the hub to bring them together. 

 

 

The State of DAD Marketing; What Dads, Moms and Kids Are Saying 

We have researched a nationwide network of parents about what they think about if and how 

they think businesses advertise their products and services to dads – here are some of the 

comments we found… 

- “Advertisers need to recognize that this is not the 1950s anymore and fathers have a role in raising 

their children. I love to see dads recognized for being good nurturing parents” – Amy 

 

- “I completely agree with you Jim! It’s 2014 and times have dramatically changed, it’s no longer 

taboo for the father to be a stay-at-home dad while his wife goes to work every day. Maybe next 

year we’ll see a man actually using cleaning products in a commercial too! “ - Jennifer 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

- “I often see discussion about how women are portrayed in commercials and advertising, but rarely 

men: dads and men in general do often get stereotyped in ads as bumbling idiots. I really like to see 

commercials and the dad making the lunch – but Mom is usually peeking around the corner in these. 

It would be refreshing to see a more realistic dad making the lunch!” – Rachel 

-  

- “I’ve. seen so many commercials and ‘comedies’ where it seems perfectly acceptable to see the mom 

and kids telling dad that he’s stupid. That’s not very nice (ha-ha)! When will businesses get it, that 

dads are capable of being more than part-time babysitters?” – Robert 

 

-  “I wonder if they are not marketing to the downturn in the economy? There has to be a new target 

market of men/husbands/dads that are unemployed for a variety of reasons that are now picking up 

the responsibility of household and child raising duties while the wives/mothers are working yet 

because they were the lower paid but “can do the job. I’ve been a stay-at-home dad for 3 years to my 

three children, and I get so upset about it that now go out of my way to avoid buying brands that 

insult men’s abilities as parents” ~ Howard 

 

- “Thanks for reading and commenting Howard! That idea never crossed my mind, but it’s totally 

plausible. It seems that more men are out of work than women, so the child raising duties have 

shifted more drastically than in previous generations. Excellent point!” ~ Mike  

 

- “Honestly, it’s about time. My dad does just about as much shopping as my mom does, and he is 

super influenced by adverts. And even if advertisers can’t market to kids anymore, they’re smart to 

move to dads. Who has the money? And who can’t resist buying things for their kids? That would be 

dads! Now all advertisers have to do is spotlight a dad shopping with his just-outta-college-aged 

daughter or son. With the amount of kids still living at home (thanks, economy!), that commercial 

would hit a great target audience” ~ Natasha (17 years old) . 

 

- “I find it so interesting that more dads want commercials and advertising directed towards them 

these days. I think it’s great that dads are stepping up the plate more than they used to. I found the 

Go-Gurt commercial interesting–even though there’s no mom there, she still left notes all over so 

that dad wouldn’t forget the Go-Gurt – of course, why would a dad have a memory? There’s a long 

way to go guys and gals!” ~ David 

 

- “I think that running a home (especially with kids, I’m sure!) takes all parties pitching in to help”! 

Going to a grocery store after working all day and you’ll see men in their business suits picking up 

their kid’s favorite cereal or snack as well as women. Families with young kids can use all the 

encouragement to work together and both parents need to be respected” Aileen 

 

- “My dad has always been an intelligent, competent man who stayed involved with our daily lives 

however he could, and I’ve always been kind of offended at the way fathers are portrayed in 

commercials and ads. Sure, he may not know how to find the best deals quite like my mom and he 

may not be able to cook a gourmet meal, but he’s certainly capable enough to go to the store and buy 

socks, baby products and makes most of the decisions as to what brands the family buys (and he’s a 
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- may not be able to cook a gourmet meal, but he’s certainly capable enough to go to the store and buy 

socks, baby products and makes most of the decisions as to what brands the family buys (and he’s a 

pro at wiping up spills). Bravo to this initiative, and tell marketers that they finally need to figure out 

that dads have a hand in their children’s development, now more than ever!”  Rashaun (18 years old) 

-  

- “ I’m really hoping that men and fathers get respect from advertisers and that it becomes normal, not 

just a sudden fad in advertising, it’s about time we appreciated the dads in our lives. My dad brought 

me and my three brothers up as a single dad, and I get so mad when I see advertising that treats men 

like my dad as a bumbling fool. He’s now a fantastic grandpa, who buys all sorts of stuff for us 

children and his grandchildren; so, marketing world stop messing with men like my dad and show 

some respect” ~ Trey 

-  

- The playing field needs to be leveled (so to speak) from a marketing perspective. Men are certainly 

capable of handling their share of household responsibilities, so I suppose it’s about time for 

conventional advertisements to reflect that. It’s 2014! ~ Joel. 

-  

- “If you’re selling to us, it’s probably not the best idea to call us dads bumbling idiots!” ~ Jeff  

-  

- I’ve been a part of many conversations and always agree that men are becoming a more active part in 

raising kids. These days it usually takes parents, working and parenting, to make raising a family 

successful. My husband is a wonderful father, gets the kids up, dressed in the morning, bathes them 

at night, he is capable of doing it all without instruction from “mom”.  Dads should get the marketing 

attention they deserve for the hard work they do – the recent Winter Olympics “Thanks Mom” 

campaign was appalling!” ~ Kelly . 

-  

- “Have a look at this old commercial for JIF Peanut Butter. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S3UeS8RJqNk. Interesting in that it skips right past the 

stereotypical, ball-playing, father-and-son relationship and shows a father with his daughter, but it 

succeeds in going right for the sentimentalist with the whole family-building-a-treehouse-together 

element. Then again, probably my favorite thing to do with my Pop was to play catch out in the yard, 

and it’s a strong angle to play. Very few guys out there will frown upon a commercial like that” ~ Kirk. 

-  

- “I remember when Jif did a commercial when the tagline was, “Choosy Moms and Dads choose Jif” , 

and it portrayed the idea that daughters also enjoy hanging out with their fathers, just like sons do. I 

think Jif also did a commercial with a grandfather and girl that was really sweet. Marketing shouldn’t 

just focus on women doing all the cooking and cleaning and men just sitting watching sports. Yay for 

gender roles being tweaked and brought to the 21st century!” ~ Amy 
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